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DCIS Cube Architecting Initiative
At NITEC’17, held on 24-26 April 2017, in Ottawa, Canada, NCI Agency presented its vision for a
modernized DCIS and invited industry to partner up in building an architecture team, to develop an
architecture for a modern DCIS and to build a set of prototypes proving the technical feasibility of the
resulting architecture. Following NCI Agency’s invitation at NITEC’17 many companies responded to
collaboratively develop the DCIS Cube Architecture with NCI Agency.

WHITEPAPER ABSTRACT
NATO plans to modernize its Deployable Communications and Information System (DCIS) to better
meet the challenges imposed by today’s security environment. The NATO Communications and
Information Agency (NCI Agency) envisions for NATO a DCIS that is more agile, that is less complex
and at a lower total cost of ownership (TCO), than it owns today.
NATO’s existing DCIS, often referred to as the “Dragonfly”, consists of a myriad of complex yet
powerful inter-linked hardware and software components. The Dragonfly has suited NATO’s
requirements so far. However, NCI Agency believes that by now the technical implementation of
NATO’s DCIS should be improved to better suit the needs and challenges imposed by today’s security
environment. To achieve that, NCI Agency has reached out to the commercial ICT industry to
collaboratively develop a modern DCIS architecture.
The resulting DCIS architecture is named “DCIS Cube”. The DCIS Cube Architecture is state-of-the art
yet proven commercial industry best practice. The DCIS Cube Architecture applies a software defined
and virtualized Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) approach and aims to enable graceful evolution of
deployable systems.
The DCIS Cube Architecture is open and may be used by NATO, NATO nations, non-governmental
organizations and commercial enterprise.

DCIS CUBE ARCHITECTURE DELIVERABLES
The DCIS Cube Architecting Initiative produced the following deliverables:


NCIA/TR/2018/02530, “DCIS Cube Architecture Definition Document”, Revision 1.0, 8 May 2018



Annex to NCIA/TR/2018/02530, “DCIS Cube Architecture – Annexes, DCIS Cube CBB and
Dependencies on External ABB”, Revision 1.0, 8 May 2018



ArchiMate 3.0 DCIS Cube ABB model, documented in the Archi® Modelling Tool

This whitepaper is available at https://dcis-cube.org
The DCIS Cube Architecture Definition Document and the DCIS Cube ABB Model are available on
request from NCI Agency.
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INTRODUCTION
Today’s dynamic world demands that NATO and Nations are able to respond with adequate resolve
to different missions, each with different service requirements, all with minimal advance notice.
To prepare for missions as they emerge, NATO needs a deployable DCIS that enables a greater exercise
tempo and number, a DCIS that allows NATO to support multiple operations in parallel with very short
activation times. Furthermore, the DCIS must be able to operate with degraded communications, must
be Federated Mission Networking (FMN) compliant and must provide a roadmap towards multitenancy. At the same time, NATO seeks a lower TCO.
Technically, NATO’s operational requirements imply that NATO needs a DCIS that has the flexibility to
quickly implement and change deployable services, which has a minimal logistical footprint, which
does not depend on highly skilled engineers to stage and operate and which includes the ability to
recover from system failure while deployed. The combination of these needs is hard to achieve with
NATO’s existing DCIS. However, such agility is an important enabler when striving for C4ISR
superiority.
This whitepaper introduces the “DCIS Cube Architecture”, which responds to the needs expressed
above. The DCIS Cube Architecture is the result of a NATO initiative, started at NITEC’17, executed
together with industry partners. Each of the partners contributed architects and subject matter
expertise. The result is an architecture that is state-of-the-art and at the same time based on proven
industry best practice, widely used by commercial enterprise.
The DCIS Cube Architecture is a generic architecture that is relevant for NATO, NATO nations, nongovernmental organizations and commercial enterprise where there is a need to deploy ICT under
constrained conditions.
In this whitepaper we introduce the drivers and elaborate the background and problem statement
that triggered DCIS Cube Architecture development. With that in mind, the DCIS Cube Architecture is
introduced describing the architectural building blocks, functions, components and constraints.

INDUSTRY TRENDS AND BUSINESS DRIVERS
The changed and advanced threats to national security, and the advanced technology available to
commercial industry and even consumers, drive NATO to reconsider its approach to DCIS.
Increased Readiness and Agility: Today’s security environment requires a significantly increased
readiness of defence forces. Such agility stems on high-level from NATO’s Readiness Action Plan.
Multinational Interoperability: Multinational operations are considered the best response to the
challenges imposed by today’s security environment. Therefore interoperability across the Alliance is
fundamental to the success of the Alliance.
Modernization of NATO Communications and IT: Ongoing efforts to modernize NATO’s static
Communications and Information Systems infrastructure will eventually enable private cloud-based
and software defined virtualized services in the fixed (non-deployable) network. If solutions account
for the transmission constraints, the DCIS can also benefit from this.
Cloud with Infrastructure as a Service: Cloud architectures are, among other things, developed to
abstract the underlying hardware and provide service while hiding the underlying complexity at lower
cost by sharing virtualized shared hardware. That allows a gradual updating of hardware without
affecting the functionality, agile release of functionality while balancing the TCO. Today with the push
to the edge, which becomes more intelligent again, these architectures become suitable for the DCIS.
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Converged Infrastructure Architectures: Converged infrastructure allows standard building blocks
with compute, storage and networking to be clustered and scaled. The value of converged
infrastructure is in avoiding a myriad of hardware components and allowing the gradual scaling of the
capacity to the needs, avoiding large investments up front.
High-Performance Servers for Network Function Virtualization: High-density highly performant
servers allow today for Network Function Virtualization (NFV) without compromising on the
performance. This is especially true for the DCIS, which is primarily constrained by the capacity of
satellite communication and terrestrial radio links.
The Rise of the Orchestrator: Large scale cloud service delivery models, the advances in virtualization,
and the need to deploy and scale ICT services on demand, introduced the need to automate service
management, keeping the administrator in the service governance role. Such automation tooling is
often referred to as “orchestrator” and is built around an integrated framework of software that
manages ICT infrastructure by connecting automated tasks into a cohesive workflow to realize a
service as intended.

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
NATO’s current DCIS capabilities are no longer optimal for today’s NATO missions.
From today’s perspective, NATO DCIS is heavy, is complex and time consuming to configure and is not
sufficiently scalable. At the same time the exercise tempo and number is rapidly increasing.
Furthermore we have to prepare for multiple (parallel) operations, for which we need to consider very
short activation times. The current modus operandi for deployed operations involves well-defined and
pre-planned mission types. Today, the DCIS supporting these missions is configured and tested in
advance. However the number of missions that can be practically prepared for, using preconfigured
deployable hardware systems that are kept in standby, is limited.

Reduced Equipment Size and Logistics
Deployable equipment must be smaller and lighter; the logistics must be significantly reduced.
NATO’s current DCIS infrastructure is referred to as “the Dragonfly”. A high-level description of the
Dragonfly is published by Airbus on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMgOOIjiFLc.
The Dragonfly core consists of 10 transport cases, referred to as “DCIS Modules”; a significant portion
of these are equipped for a single purpose. This number does not include crypto units, cross securitydomain gateways, gateways with national DCIS and 3rd party networks, LAN distribution and non-CIS.
The largest DCIS Module, the Information Services
Module (ISM), is 125cm deep and weights 125kg, with
all disk drives and other removable parts removed and
transported in a separate transport case. To put this in
perspective, a deployable point of presence (DPOP)
consists of one truck load of CIS equipment.
The size of the equipment itself is not the biggest
problem; the logistics of spares must not be
underestimated. Considering that wartime and
disaster relief operations pose significant logistical
challenges, shipment of replacement parts would
cause unacceptable long repair times. Hence, spares
NATO Dragonfly at a staging area
must be carried along to the deployment; for the
Dragonfly core this means a great number of spare DCIS Modules, or replacement parts for each of
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the devices in these DCIS Modules. This limits the mobility, is a strain on the logistical support and
requires significant financial investment in spare parts.

Improved Agility
Deployable systems and services must be implemented in a way that allows NATO to be more agile.
In preparation of an NRF in standby, a full deployment consisting of multiple DPOPs, is prepared and
fully configured. This labour-intensive process takes typically several weeks and expert engineers of
various communications and IT specialisms. This not only leads to high costs but is far from agile.
Responding to a changed mission, such as for example, a disaster relief mission, requires still about a
week with engineers working around the clock configuring the systems.
The slow turn-around time of the DCIS is caused by the lack of automatic orchestration and the
unavoidable sequencing of installation steps. For example, often business services (referred to as
Functional Area Services) depend on already functioning infrastructure services at time of installation.

Better Quality
Quality and configuration control go hand in hand.
Over all it is hard to install and configure equipment in parallel. Where at all possible, it remains hard
to keep track of the state of multiple individual installation workflows for a single administrator.
Furthermore, the lack of automatic orchestration implies that configuration parameters must be
entered manually. Errors must be expected; some will be detected quickly and corrected, others will
only be discovered once services are in operational use. Consequently, extensive quality control is
required, after each installation or configuration change, before the DCIS infrastructure can be
deployed. Omitting these quality controls, in favour of saving time, poses a risk that services do not
function as expected. Encountering configuration mistakes, while deployed, result at best in the need
for expert engineers to correct faults while in operation; at worst faults may have serious
consequences for the operational capability.

No more Hard- and Software Interlock
Today, the tight interlock between hard- and software constrains NATO in upgrading the performance
and functionality of its DCIS at its own pace.
A more graceful evolution of deployable systems can be achieved by applying an infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) approach in a way that breaks the tight bond between hard- and software and between
functionality and physical systems. In the past, dedicated networking hardware was considered vital
for network performance. Within the core of commercial telecommunications networks this is often
still the case. However, the NATO DCIS is foremost constrained by its transmission circuits and less by
its IT systems; at the same time the flexibility to deploy and adapt services is critical.

Today’s DCIS uses specialized hardware systems

Today, the strong interdependency between
hard- and software, makes the continuous
development and gradual upgrading of the NATO
DCIS with new or updated services very hard, if
not impossible. This is especially noticeable for
networking functions; here often new firmware
or software requires a hardware upgrade, while
at the same time new generation hardware often
requires updated software.

Consequently, for a good portion of the DCIS’ lifecycle, NATO actually works with obsolete technology.
During this time NATO really cannot adapt the DCIS to new threats and challenges, nor is it possible
for NATO to adopt advances in ICT technology, without major investment.
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HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
Compatibility and cyber security must be maintained, the flexibility and agility must be increased,
while the complexity and logistical efforts must be reduced.
DCIS Cube based solutions will not replace the existing NATO and National DCIS overnight. That means
that the DCIS Cube Architecture must be functionally compatible with the existing NATO DCIS.
The DCIS Cube must implement proper cyber security, including segregation between security
domains, community of interests and administrative networking domains. That includes segregation
of individual workloads. Some of these segregations can today only be implemented with physical
separation, but the DCIS Cube Architecture must consider virtualization of all functions, including
encryption and boundary protection.
NATO strives for a DCIS Cube consisting of commodity hardware that can be replaced by equivalent,
but different vendors’ hardware. Such a replacement should not imply that the software needs to be
replaced or be different at the same time (less configuration and driver updates).
Hardware must be ruggedized and transportable, built in uniformly sized transport containers. And
finally, to reduce the logistical burden of spares and to ensure maximum flexibility in the design of a
deployable point of presence, each DCIS Cube must be physically the same. This means no
specialization nor right sizing of individual Cubes.
Complexity of operating deployable systems must be significantly reduced. This is necessary because
it is obviously not a good idea to depend on highly skilled engineers while in a war-zone. Equally
important, complexity of the solution makes adapting to a new mission profile slow and error prone.
A process of designing, delivering and operating an automated set of end-to-end services is necessary.
Orchestration, which connects things and processes together to make the whole system work, is key.
Finally, the DCIS Cube must allow a deployable point of presence to scale to the needs of the user
community on site.

SOLUTION
The DCIS Cube Architecture development process
The DCIS Cube Architecture was developed in cooperation with experts from commercial industry.
In order to break the traditional rigid infrastructure implementation cycle, at NITEC’17 (April 2017,
Ottawa, Canada), NCI Agency reached out to industry to collaboratively develop a DCIS Architecture.
NATO engaged with industry to build a team to architect and prototype a DCIS for NATO that has a
lower TCO, that is faster to setup and overall easier to configure and deploy, that is Federated Mission
Networking (FMN) compliant, supports multi-tenancy, which is based on commercial of the shelf
components and uses the modern technologies and concepts. Between July 2017 and April 2018,
NATO and industry have architected and prototyped a deployable software defined fully virtualized
service infrastructure, referred to as the “DCIS Cube”.

Layered Architecture as the Enabler for an Agile Evolution of the DCIS
In contrast to the deployable communications and information systems (DCIS) infrastructure, owned
by NATO today, the DCIS Cube Architecture is based on an agnostic layered architecture.
For NATO it is important that the hardware, the software and the orchestration can be independently
replaced and updated as necessary in a way that makes DCIS projects less complex with shorter
timelines. The DCIS Cube Architecture facilitates that through an agnostic hardware layer, an agnostic
software defined virtualization layer, an agnostic orchestration layer and an agnostic workload layer.
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Despite that such layering may limit the technical integration of deployable systems into a fully hyperconverged infrastructure, the value of this layered architecture to NATO and Nations is significant.
Today, the evolution of DCIS and the addition of services and features are often constrained by the
existing systems. With the abstraction layers and software defined approach, functionality can be
enabled and further developed as necessary without the need to replace whole systems; there is no
longer a need for multi-million big-bang system replacements.
With this agnostic layered
DCIS Cube Architecture,
NATO can implement,
maintain and develop the
DCIS in a way that is more
agile. For industry the
advantage is that the DCIS
Cube Architecture will
make
the
integration
easier. Furthermore, the
open nature makes that
more bidders can compete
for DCIS procurements.

DCIS Cube architecture with mutually agnostic layers

Software Defined and Virtualized Infrastructure for a Flexible Design
Software-defined and virtualized DCIS allows a more flexible deployable infrastructure configuration
and usage. Such flexibility allows NATO and Nations to adopt a more agile response to crisis.
Virtualization enables the hardware to be agnostic to the functionality it realizes. The hardware is
based around commodity x86 based servers to provide virtualized compute, networking and storage
services. Software-definition of the whole infrastructure stack decouples the technical configuration
and control functions from the resources doing the actual work.
Virtualization and software-definition are not a technical revolution nor is it for military purposes only,
it is based on commercial industry best practice employed in commercial data centers and commercial
cloud services extensively. For NATO, the new aspect of full service stack virtualization is that it is no
longer possible to point at a device and identify what it does. Once accepted this notion, softwaredefinition abstracts the complexity in a way that allows the engineer to focus on the infrastructure
services and no longer on individual systems.
The DCIS Cube exploits industry standard
software defined virtualization architecture to
establish a deployable infrastructure as a
service, which can be programmed for the type
of work needed for a specific deployment.

DCIS Cube high-level architecture

Model-based and intend-driven orchestration
helps to decouple the DCIS engineers and
administrators from the complexity of the
deployable communications and information
systems and makes the (re)configuration of
deployable services much quicker, while at the
same time ensuring configuration consistency.

Once NATO and Nations have the technical tools to orchestrate services, NATO can take the next step
and learn how to adopt agile service delivery and become more agile as an organization. In other
words, the DCIS Cube Architecture is a key enabler for agile deployable service delivery. Obviously
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technology is only a part of the puzzle; people, process and procedures must follow to fully exploit the
technological advantage. The alternative would be standing still, while the rest of the word moves on.

The DCIS Cube Architecture Building Block
The DCIS Cube architecture building block (ABB) defines the aspects of a deployable infrastructure as
a service, including dependencies and links to the existing target DCIS architecture in force.
The word “Cube” refers to the physical form-factor of 60x60x60cm weighting not more than can be
carried by 2 persons, a form factor that is very challenging for the high performance and capacity
requirements NATO needs to support the typical deployable point of presence (DPOP).
The DCIS Cube Architecture Definition Document (ADD) is written with the aim to facilitate efficient
procurements by NATO and NATO Nations, including implementation patterns each illustrated
through examples.
The DCIS Cube ABB describes functions, interfaces, constraints, component building blocks,
dependencies on external architecture building blocks and a range of usage and implementation
patters. The same architecture also links the DCIS Cube ABB to the existing DCIS Target Architecture
in force describing how the DCIS Cube ABB is used to realize high-level functions that the existing
NATO DCIS modules implement today.
The DCIS Cube Architecture uses ArchiMate 3.0 (by the Open Group) as the modelling language and
notation. The following diagram shows a high-level view of the DCIS Cube ABB.

DCIS Cube architecture building block

The paragraphs below give a brief further introduction to the DCISC Cube ABB modelled above; details
are described in the architectural model and documented in the DCIS Cube Architecture Definition
Document.
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DCIS Cube Functionality
The DCIS Cube Architecture Building Block includes the following technology
functions: Compute, Storage, Virtual Networking, Boot Control, Orchestrate Hardware
Resources, Orchestrate System Resources, Orchestrate Virtual Resources, System State
Reset/Recovery, Orchestrate Blueprinted Services, Blueprint Deployment and Backup/Recovery.

DCIS Cube Interfaces
The DCIS Cube Architecture Building Block includes the following interfaces: WAN
Facing Interface, LAN Facing interface, Service Management, Cluster Interface, Cube
Orchestrate and Global Orchestrate. All have specific purpose and are defined in detail to ensure
commonalty between different implementations of the DCIS Cube ABB.

Constraints Defined for the DCIS Cube
The DCIS Cube Architecture defines constraints that are critical for the usability and
uniformity of DCIS Cube implementations. These constraints are: Compute Capacity,
Storage Capacity, Network Capacity, Quality of Service, Resiliency, Cluster Size, Climatic Range, Power
Consumption and Physical Size.
Especially the climatic range and the physical size set the DCIS Cube aside from industrial solutions.
The DCIS is designed to withstand storage, transport and operation under harsh conditions, details
are provided in STANAG 4370. The physical size constraint is strict but feasible: 60cm wide by 60cm
deep; possible to carry by 2 persons. (On exceptional basis 60x85, 50kg)

DCIS Cube Component Building Blocks
The DCIS Cube Architecture Building Block is designed with modularity in
mind and consists of six Component Building Blocks (CBB). Each of the CBBs,
summarized below, realize one or more of the DCIS Cube’s functions in a way that ensures the agnostic
layering of the DCIS Cube Architecture.
Compute & Storage Hardware: The Compute & Storage Hardware component building block (CBB) is
composed of the physical equipment to implement the compute, storage and networking functions;
this CBB is the “engine” of the DCIS Cube. This building block is one of the areas where the DCIS Cube
Architecture fundamentally differs from NATO’s existing DCIS.
The Compute & Storage Hardware is the only building block of the DCIS Cube that requires spare parts
to be transported, stored and kept up to date. To reduce the intensity of the in-theatre logistical
support, the same make, model and amount of CPUs, RAM and storage is used for each DCIS Cube
and for each server within a Cube.
The DCIS Cube is realized with high performance commercial of the shelf server hardware with only
64-bit x86 CPU technology. Clustering of DCIS Cubes is built-in.
The deployable equipment is used, transported and stored in an unforgiving environment while
hardware failure has crippling effects. Therefore only solid state storage is used in the DCIS Cube.
Cube Controller: The Cube Controller CBB is specific to the DCIS Cube and makes the Cube as a whole
manageable in a way that is hardware agnostic.
In summary, the Cube Controller provides power control, boot control and other hardware monitoring
and control functions necessary for management and orchestration of the DCIS Cube.
Technically, often a portion of the functionality that the Cube Controller provides is integrated in the
server hardware; augmented by additional software implementing an open well-defined API that
allows the Hardware and the Orchestration Layers to be agnostic to each other.
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Together, the Compute and Storage and the Cube Controller realize the DCIS Cube Hardware Layer.
Virtualization Hypervisor: The Virtualization Hypervisor CBB realizes the hosting function of the DCIS
Cube using the physical equipment of the Compute & Storage Hardware CBB as a resource.
The Virtualization Hypervisor is at the core of the Software Defined Virtualization Layer and plays a
vital role in ensuring that virtualized services are agnostic to the hardware they run on.
SDN: The Software Defined Networking (SDN) CBB realizes the virtual networking function.
The Software Defined Networking CBB implements network function virtualization (NFV) for the DCIS
Cube internally. The DCIS Cube internal SDN connects the various virtual machines (VM) established
by the Virtualization Hypervisor between each other, across the compute nodes in the VM-cluster,
and with external interfaces. This includes clustering of multiple cubes.
The DCIS Cube Architecture allows the SDN CBB to be fully virtualized powered by the compute nodes,
may be networking hardware based or may be combination of both.
SDS: The Software Defined Storage (SDS) CBB realizes the storage function and supports the backup/
recovery function (the latter in corporation with an external Backup/Recovery Manager).
The SDS CBB provides virtualized storage resources across the DCIS Cube or DCIS Cube cluster as block
and file storage. The SDS may use virtualized disks provided by the Virtualization Hypervisor CBB to
realize the SDS.
Because the DCIS Cube may only use solid state storage, and the physical size of the DCIS Cube is
limited, storage capacity is at a premium. At the same time the prevailing trend in storage capacity
usage points towards more capacity, NATO applications are no exception. That implies that
optimization through deduplication and compression is a critical function for the DCIS Cube.
The SDS implements resiliency, the creation of snapshots, quality of service and deduplication.
Together, the Virtualization Hypervisor CBB, the Software Defined Networking CBB and the Software
Defined Storage CBB realize the DCIS Cube Software Defined Virtualization Layer.
Infrastructure Domain Orchestrator: The Infrastructure Domain Orchestrator CBB realizes a number
of functions: orchestrate hardware resources, orchestrate system resources, orchestrate virtual
resources, orchestrate blueprinted services and blueprint deployment; as far as relevant for the DCIS
Cube.
The Infrastructure Domain Orchestrator CBB realizes the infrastructure services onto the DCIS Cube
by setting up, coordinating and monitoring the Compute & Storage Hardware CBB, the Virtualization
Hypervisor CBB, the Software Defined Networking CBB and the Software Defined Storage CBB.
Important to the DCIS Cube, and different from NATO’s current DCIS, is that the Infrastructure Domain
Orchestrator provides automated installation and configuration of hypervisor software and other
virtualized software defined infrastructure components onto the DCIS Cube hardware. Once
implemented, the Infrastructure Domain Orchestrator executes the automated management and
control of the installed software components.

Architecture Building Blocks on which the DCIS Cube depends
In addition to the DCIS Cube ABB itself, the DCIS Cube Architecture also describes a
number of ABB, external to the DCIS Cube ABB itself, on which DCIS Cube ABB depends.
These ABB are described with the functions, interfaces and constraints where those are relevant for
the DCIS Cube. The DCIS Cube Architecture describes the following ABBs it is dependent on: Image
Store, Backup/Recovery Manger, Service Design Studio, Virtual Router, Virtual Firewall, Service
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Orchestrator, Metro and Local Area Transport, Wide Area Transport, Virtual Call Manager and Session
Border Controller.
Specifically the Image Store, the Backup/Recovery Manger, the Service Design Studio and the Service
Orchestrator ABB are significantly influenced by the DCIS Cube and therefore described in detail.

CONCLUSIONS
The collaboration of architecting with industry is a new way of working for NATO. Where in the past
either industry developed NATO architectures under contract for NATO, or NATO developed
architecture in-house, this DCIS Cube Architecting Initiative was an open collaboration between NATO
and industry where each of the partners contributed its expertise.
The DCIS Cube Architecture was developed between July 2018 and April 2019 through 9 architecting
workshops and was collaboratively validated through 8 physical prototyping efforts. Throughout the
whole initiative, each of the partners contributed architects and subject matter experts.
The DCIS Cube Architecture describes a more agile DCIS based on a software defined and virtualized
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) approach. The architecture is based on proven, yet state-of-the-art,
commercial best practice and is not constrained by specific solutions, products nor companies.
The DCIS Cube Architecture open and can be used by NATO, NATO nations, non-governmental
organizations and commercial enterprise.
Through the DCIS Cube Architecture, NCI Agency aims for a NATO DCIS that less complex to configure
and operate, which allows gradual evolution of systems, with a reduced logistical footprint and at a
lower total cost of ownership (TCO).
The DCIS Cube Architecture is written with the intent to facilitate efficient procurement of deployable
systems by NATO and NATO Nations. In the coming years NATO will have to decide if the DCIS Cube
Architecture indeed lives up to expectations and is able to influence future procurement of NATO DCIS
for the better.
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PARTICIPANTS
NATO Communications and Information Agency
Organization website: www.ncia.nato.int
Contact: Detlef Janezic, Marc van Selm, Joel Varanda, Hermann Wietgrefe
Email: ncia-dcis-cube@ncia.nato.int
At NITEC’17, held on 24-26 April 2017, in Ottawa, Canada, NCI Agency launched the DCIS Cube architecting
initiative and invited industry to partner up in building an architecture team and build a set of DCIS Cube
prototypes. Many companies responded and joined immediately, or in the months leading up to the kick-off
meeting held on 20 July 2017 at NCI Agency, The Hague, Netherlands. Industry and NCI Agency collaboratively
developed the DCIS Cube Architecture through 9 architecture meetings and collaboratively validated the
architecture through 8 physical prototyping efforts and many bilateral meetings. The resulting DCIS Cube
Architecture Definition Document and Annexes were published in May 2018.

Antillion
Organization website: www.antillion.com
Contact: Alistair Bradbrook <abradbrook@antillion.com>
Antillion contributed to the development and validation of the DCIS Cube Architecture by sharing expertise in
business services orchestration covering the full stack from hardware to the application software. Antillion has
worked with many of the participants demonstrating Infrastructure as a Service orchestration using the
partner’s hard- and software and Antillion’s implementation of the orchestration framework. Furthermore,
Antillion, in corporation with ATOS, proved the feasibility of orchestration of a small selection of NATO FAS
implementation. Finally, Antillion demonstrated a hardware a tactical hardware platform that meets the
environmental constraints of deployed and tactical operations, while, if properly stacked, meeting the
performance and capacity requirements of the DCIS Cube.

Amazon Web Services
Organization website: aws.amazon.com
Contact: Paul Bockelman - Sr. Manager, Specialist Solutions Architecture (WWPS)
<pbockelm@amazon.com>
Ludo De Bock - NATO Principal Account Manager <ludodb@amazon.com>
The AWS contribution to the DCIS Cube Architecture was focused to providing a vision of, and plan for, how to
use native Cloud Services, such as AWS, in a next generation mission support system that is inherently more
agile than the traditional DCIS approach. Through the AWS contribution, the DCIS Cube Architecture includes
key cloud-based architectural concepts, including the ability to deliver those under the conditions common to
NATO deployments. The AWS Snowball Edge has been a model for a self-contained and ruggedized Cloud
Deployment infrastructure service that natively integrates with the DCIS Cube and meets environmental and
physical constraints documented in the DCIS Cube Architecture.
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Atos SE / Atos Information Technology GmbH (Atos AIT)
Organization website: atos.net
Contact: Frank Amedick, Global Account Manager NATO <frank.amedick@atos.net>
Stephan Lidl, Business Development - Civil & National Security <NATO.DEU@atos.net>
Harnessing technology to deliver digital transformation is the basis for the DCIS Cube Architecture, which aims
to fit military requirements in the smallest footprint possible. Atos contributed its broad knowledge in the fields
of architecture and integration into the DCIS Cube Architecture. In its role as an experienced integrator of
mission-critical solutions and of command and control information systems, Atos AIT contributed to an
overarching architecture approach, a service-oriented view, vendor agnostic assessment of relevant
requirements and use case scenarios as well as integration efforts and test deployments of Functional Area
Services.

CGI
Organization website: www.cgi.com
Contact: Jens Elstermeier - Vice President, Industry Head Defence <jens.elstermeier@cgi.com>
During the DCIS Cube Architecting Initiative, CGI contributed experience from various projects related to
multinational missions (e.g. ISAF, KFOR) and exercises (e.g. Trident Jaguar, Steadfast Cobalt) where CIS has been
used. CGI helped to develop ideas on how the DCIS Cube can be integrated into deployment scenarios, how
existing use cases can be further developed and how new use cases can be introduced related to the DCIS Cube
Architecture and the connected systems to build up a usable but also powerful operational system.

Cisco
Organization website: www.cisco.com
Contact: Jerome Paquay - EU and NATO Solutions Architect <jepaquay@cisco.com>
Cristi Orbesteanu - Global Account Manager NATO <corbeste@cisco.com>
Cisco contributed to the DCIS Cube Architecture with an active contribution to the architecture workshops and
by sharing Cisco’s experience and expertise in deployable technology. Specifically, Cisco has contributed the
software-definition and virtualization architecture with a focus on network, compute and storage. Based on its
knowledge of deployable systems, Cisco has built a prototype proving critical aspects of the DCIS Cube
Architecture. This prototype is based on network function virtualization (NFV) on ENCS5400, Network Fabric
virtualization on FI6300 and hyper-converged compute and storage based on HX-C220. In addition, CloudCenter
is used to validate the orchestration concept through an implantation of day 0 workloads deployment
orchestration. The prototype further proofs the concept of clustering, which is a critical to the DCIS Cube.

Cloudify
Organization website: www.cloudify.co/dcis-cube
Contact: Oded Nahum - Sales Engineering & Customer Solutions <oded.nahum@cloudify.co>
Cloudify’s main role during NATO’s DCIS Cube Architecture and Design was to provide NATO, and other
participating vendors, a modular and flexible Orchestration framework. Following NATO's vision for the DCIS
Cube, Cloudify’s focus was to address various levels of automation and orchestration, starting from the
hardware level, to systems and virtualization and all the way up to the application deployment and lifecycle
management. Cloudify further contributed architectural guidance on model-driven system design and best
practices, the use of modelling standards such as TOSCA and how this language can address lifecycle
management of the system components, API Based Systems and software defined infrastructure.
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DCIS
Dell EMC
Organization website: www.dellemc.com
Contact: Dirk Franshet - NATO Global Account Manager <dirk_franshet@dell.com>
Dell EMC contributed to the validation of the hardware layer of in the DCIS Cube Architecture. Dell EMC did this
through the EMC XR2 ruggedized server platform. The EMC XR2 proved the feasibility of a critical element of the
DCIS Cube Architecture, the physical and the environmental constraints. Specifically the environmental
constraints were proven through MILSTD-810G certification. The Dell EMC hardware served as the hardware
platform on which VMware demonstrated a great deal of the Software Defined Virtualization Layer automation.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Organization website: www.hpe.com
Contact: Bernhard Fina - Global Sales NATO <bernhard.fina@hpe.com>
HPE is involved in the DCIS Cube Architecting Initiative to provide input on the new architecture for DCIS
programs. HPE contributed expertise on network function virtualisation, software defined networking, software
defined data center, private cloud and orchestration techniques for the DCIS Cube Architecture. Through this
effort, HPE intends to make it easier for NATO and military to create dynamic behaviour of IT in support of the
war fighter and make it easier to adapt to the challenges given by the deployed domain. Next to the architectural
inputs, HPE demonstrated that using COTS platforms, such as HPE SimpliVity, in combination with military grade
cases, the DCIS Cube Architecture is feasible and can lead to real-life implementations providing an agile,
adaptive, reliable and affordable DCIS platform.

Intel
Organization website: www.intel.com
Contact: Uri Baron - Partner Sales Account Manager, Intel Sales & Marketing Group EMEA
<uri.baron@intel.com>
Intel solution architects contributed to the DCIS Cube Architecture in four key areas. First, a commercially available
and scalable cloud security architecture that provides hardware-based security to help build a solid foundation for
security aiming at a measured installation, launch and use of the hypervisor and OS, in a way that is independent
of the hardware and software vendor. Second, a framework for the orchestration layer that allows greater
awareness of the capabilities of the platforms it controls. Third, commercially available deployment scenarios, such
as hyper-converged or hyper-scale, which can be used to implement workload mobility and scalability. Finally, Intel
contributed commercially available information on networking and storage technology as relevant for the DCIS
Cube.

Microsoft
Organization website: www.microsoft.com
Contact: David de Bie - Global Technology Strategist <davedebi@microsoft.com>
Building on the Software Defined Data Centre approach and best practices from public cloud, Microsoft
contributed a software defined reference architecture with Linux/Windows virtualization and containerization,
domain specific orchestrations API’s for robust automation and management and specifications for high
throughput software defined storage & networking. This contribution is an open architecture that supports
NATO workloads and across broad choice of hardware. A key concern addressed by Microsoft is the certification
program offers the necessary guarantees for supportability and quality.
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DCIS
NetApp
Organization website: www.netapp.com
Contact: Matt Dawson - NetApp Special Forces team and NetApp Public Sector SDS strategy
Scott Rich - Chief Technology Officer for department of defence and intelligence
Rolando Rivera – DCIS Cube Lead Architect and NetApp Public Sector SDS strategy
<rolando.rivera@netapp.com>
Philip Brooks - Account Manager <Philip.brooks@netapp.com>
NetApp contributed to the DCIS Cube Architecture development with expertise and architectural input focussed
on software defined storage using ONTAP® Select as an example of virtualized and software defined storage
(SDS). NetApp demonstrated storage efficiency features that increased effective storage capacity significantly,
as required in the DCIS Cube Architecture. Furthermore, NetApp contributed to the validation of many important
aspects of the DCIS Cube Architecture with hardware, software, engineering and development; both
independent and working with partners. Specifically, NetApp demonstrated the agnostic hardware layering,
automation and virtualized SDS. Furthermore, NetApp demonstrated, through a NetApp partner and system
integrator, a supply chain process for implementations addressing the specifics of a software defined and fully
virtualized DCIS.

VMware
Organization website: https://www.vmware.com/
Contact: Luc D’Hauwe, Global Solutions Consultant NATO <ldhauwe@vmware.com>
Emre Girici , NSX Sr. SE <egirici@vmware.com>
Stijn Depril vSAN Specialist SE <sdepril@vmware.com>
Building on the VMware Validated Designs VMware did help NCI Agency to create a software defined
architecture of natively integrated compute, network and storage virtualization technologies, together with
automation and management. This software defined approach delivers the DCIS Cube with cloud service
provider agility decoupling the workloads and virtualization layer from the hardware layer while supporting both
traditional workloads and microservices-based applications. By doing so the DCIS Cube Architecture provides
NATO the ability to follow new generations of ICT technologies. VMware demonstrated the feasibility of
automatic installation and configuration of the software defined virtualization layer in a few hours, as defined
in the DCIS Cube Architecture. VMware used for this demonstration an installation appliance running as a virtual
workload on a laptop.
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